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Abstract

Two separate three-dimensional experiments have been performed in which the energies of

coincident fragment pairs and gamma-rays or internal conversion electrons, emitted within

~ 1.6 nsec after the thermal neutron induced fission of 235U, were recorded event by event.

The fragment kinetic energies were used for mass identification. The self consistency of the

values of electron energy, gamma-ray energy and fragment charge, and its agreement with

X-ray selection data, were used to identify the atomic number of the fragments. The analysis

of the gamma ray and conversion electron spectra has resulted in the assignment of many transi

tions to new isotopes as weil as improvement in or confirmation of many assignments from the

252 Cf' f" d L" d' f . h I' I .. f h .•spontaneous ISS Ion ata. imite In ormotion on t e mu tipo or lties 0 t e trcnsifions

in even nuclei is presented. The ~elative yield of electrons per fragment indicates softness to

deformation in mass region 100 - 11O.Data are presented supporting the assignment of a 193 keV

. . h 2+ 0+ .•. 98S A .• f h 2+ I I . ftronsi tion as t e to tronsi tton In r , n exominoflon 0 t e eve systemofics 0

neighbouring even nuclei suggests a transition from vibrational to rotational behaviour in the

Iight fragments between neutron numbers 58 and 60.

Zusa mmenfassung

Zwei Dreiparameterexperimente wurden durchgeführt, in denen einmal die Gammaenergien,

das andere Mal die Energien der Konversionselektronen innerhalb ~ 1.6 nsec nach der neutronen

induzierten Spaltung des 235U gemessen wurden. Die Zuordnung zu spezifischen Spaltfragmen

ten geschah über die Methode der korrel ierten Energiemessung • Die Selbstkonsistenz der Elektro

nenenergien, der Gammaenergien und der Ladungszahlen, und die gute Übereinstimmung mit

Daten aus Röntgenquanten-Gamma-Koinzidenzmessungen, wurden als Grundlage der Zuordnung

der Ordnungszahlen benutzt. Es war möglich, viele Übergänge neuen Isotopen zuzuordnen und

mehrere Ergebnisse aus Untersuchungen an 252 Cf [s.f.] zu bestätigen oder zu verbessern. Auf

grund der gemessenen K/L-Verhältnisse konnte Information über die Multipolaritäten mehrerer

niedrigliegender Übergänge in geraden Kernen gewonnen werden. Die relative Ausbeute der

Elektronen pro Spaltprodukt weist auf eine Bereitschaft zur Deformation im Massenbereich

100 - 110 hin. Die gewonnenen Daten stützen die Interpretation einer 193 keV - Linie als

2+ -> 0+-Übergang in 98Sr• Der systematische Gang der 2+ Niveauenergien durch benach

barte g-g-Kerne deutet auf einen Übergang vom Vibrations- zum Rotationsverhalten in den

leichten Spaltfragmenten zwischen den Neutronenzahlen 58 bis 60 hin.
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1. Introduction

There is an increasing interest in the study of nuclei far away from the stability

line. Such studies help to explore the new regions of nuclear deformations and to

extend nuclear theory to regions which have hitherto been inaccessible. Primary

fission fragments, with their large excess of neutrons, 6 to 10 units [1;] of angular

momentum and moderately high excitation energies, form a special class of nuclei

far away from the stability line. Moreover they cover two very significant regions

of nuclear deformation. The study of their nuclear properfies is therefore of con

siderable interest.

Experimentally the study of the de-excitation of the primary fission fragments

within the first few nanoseconds after fission is rather difficult, due to the fact

that there is no way to study one isotope without interfering radiation from nurner

ous others , However, with present-day techniques it is possible to measure the en

ergies of the fission fragments, os weil as the energy of any radiation emitted by

the fragments, for individual fission events. Considerations of momentum and rnoss

conservation then enable one to obtain the mass of the fragment giving rise to the

radiation. Experiments of this type have been performed to study the gamma rays1,2]

and conversion electrons
3]

from the fragments of 252CHsfL It was feit desirable

to extend these measurements to thermal neutron induced fission firstly to investigate

those nuclei whose yield in the spontaneous fission of 252Cf is low and secondly

to obtain more information on the mass region accessible to both 252 Cf [sf ] and

235U [n,f] and compare the results of the two fissioning systems.

The present work summarises the results of the investigations of the spectra of

4, 5] d . I . I 6] . d . h . I fgamma mys an Interna conversron e ectrons ossocicte wit intervo s 0

fragment mass using the neutron induced fission of 235U• Whereas the gamma-my

experiments explored the relatively higher energy transitions [> 150 keV] the

electron measurements were mainly concerned with the large number of low energy

transitions. It was attempted to obtain the electron spectra with high enough re

solution to obtain the KjL ratios of the strongest transitions and thus assign multi

polarities to them. By comparing the electron line energies with the energies of

the corresponding gamma roys, assignments of the charge of the fragment was in

many co ses poss ib le .
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2. Experimental Procedures

2.1 GAMMA RAY MEASUREMENTS

A detailed description of the experimental procedure is given elsewhere
7J;

therefore only the basic principles of the procedure will be outlined. The ex

perimental set up was designed in such a way that the assignment of single gamma

ray lines to specific fragments on the bosis of the direction of the Doppler shift

was possible. A schematic view of the experimental arrangement is shown in fig.1.

A weil collimated and filtered neutron beam from the FR2 reactor was made to
-2 235 -2

strike o 50
/

ug cm target of U on o 30 lug cm VYNS backing. The mass

of the fragment giving rise to the radiation was determined from the kinetic en

ergies of the fission fragments os measured by two Si surface barrier detectors.

The gamma rays emitted by the fragments were detectad by o 28 cc Ge] Li J de

tector which had aresolution of 3.5 keV for the 1332 keV gamma ray of

60Co. A Na I [TI J anti-Compton shield reduced the Compton distribution and

the fast fission neutron induced lines in the gamma ray specrro , The gamma ray

collimator was designed in such o way that the Ge [Li J detector could see both

the fragments in flight I from their origin at the target to an average distance of

about 1.6 cm , The actual fragment flight paths seen by the detector ranged bet

ween 1 to 2 crn, By this arrangement it was possible to assign a specific line to

o particular member of each fragment pair by the sign of the observed Doppler shift

in the gamma ray energy caused by the moving fragments.

The three analog pulse heights in each tripie coincidence event were digitised

and stored event by event in a 256 x 256 x 2048 channal matrix and processed via

the Karlsruhe Multiple Input Data Acquisition system [MIDASJ. The masses of the

fragments were calculated from the measured energies. The method used is outlined

in the appendix. Final post neutron emission masses were calculated off line using

experimental neutron numbers to correct for the emission of prompt neutrons. Gamma

ray spectra associated with fragment masses in 2 amu wide mass intervals were ob

tained by sorting the three parameter da ta . Each of these spectra was then analysed

to give quantitative energies and intensities of individual transitions. Four typ ica I

examp les of the mass sorted gamma ray spectra are shown in fig. 2.
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2.2 ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS

The precise measurement of electron energies requires not only the elimination

of any window for the electrons to penetrate that would seriously degrade their

resolution, but also the mitigation of the doppler broadening of the electron Iines

by the moving fragments. The manner in which these problems were resolved may

be seen in fig. 3. A weil collimated neutron beom impinged on o target of 235U.

The energies of the fission fragments were measured by two silicon surface barrier

detectors which were collimated to 20 mm in diameter and opera ted at - 50
0C.

The internal conversion electrons emitted by one of the fragments during the first

1.8 cm of its flight path were focussed on to an ion implanted detector by means

of a doubly focusing magnetic Held. The magnetic Fleld steered the electrons

round a lead shield which protected the detector from the intense prompt gamma

ray background. The 200 mm
2

x 2 mm electron detector was operated at liquid

nitrogen temperatures and had aresolution of about 3 keV in the region of interest.

The length of the fragment flight path was chosen to be es close as possible to

the flight path of the fragments in the gamma ray experiment so that the results of

the two experiments could be compared. However, unlike the gamma ray set up,

electrons from only one of the fragments could arrive at the electron detector , The

angles of emission of the electrons with respect to the fragment path were restricted

to very nearly 90
0

• The serious losses of energy resolution due to the doppler

broadening by the moving fragments were thus mitigated at the expense of a much

lower count rate. However by using a target of thickness 100 lug cm-
2

on a
-2 9 -2 -1

30 lug cm backing of VYNS and o neutron flux of 10 n cm sec a count

rate of 20 events per minute was possible. Since only those electrons within a certain

energy window were focussed on the electron detector for a particular va Iue of the

magnetic field, the Fleld was made to sweep back and forth continuously throughout

the experi ment .

A block diagram of the electronics is shown in fig. 4. The pulses from the three

detectors were amplified by low nolse precmpliflers and routed to the three ADC' s

of the MIDAS system through linear and variable gain amplifiers. The three ADC' s

were gated by a timing system which required a threefold colncldence of events in

the fission fragment and electron detectors . The colncidence resolving time was
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80 nsec and any pile up of pulses in the fission detectors genera ted a veto signal

in the gating circuit.

As the measurements were made over several months, digital stabilisation was

used on all three detectors to avoid any possible gain shifts. The D.C. levels of

the three detectors, as weil as the gain of the electron detector were stabilised

by monitoring precision pulsers. The gains of the fragment detectors were stabi-

lised by monitoring the energies of the light fragment peoks , At the end of every

24 hours of measurement calibration checks were made for stability by sliding the

built in calibration sources of 137Cs and 57Co under the electron detector and

observing the positions of the 129 keV and 624 keV electron lines. A two para

meter experiment to obtain the correlated energies of the two fission fragments was

also performed at this time. This enabled one to obtain a set of calibration constants

for the fragment detectors for each 24 hour period and to monitor the qual ity of

these detectors continuously. The events accumulated dai Iy in the two parameter

experiments were summed over the entire period of measurements and used to ob

tain the mass yield curve for the neutron induced fission of 235U. At the end of

each reactor per iod a cal ibration of electron energy versus channel number was
133 57 137 .

made by means of Ba, Co and Cs sources, which gave a number of

lines over the entire region of interest.

During the course of the measurements a total of 1 mill ion events for the 3 para

meter electron experiment and a similar number for the two parameter experiment

were accumulated. Part of the three parameter data was accumulated during sub

sequent runs confined to the 200 to 350 keV region of electron energies. The data

was processed by procedures similiar to those described for the gamma-ray experi

ment and electron spectra associated with fragment masses in 2 o , rn , u , mass inter

vals were obtained. Two examples of such mass sorted spectra accumulated during

the first half of the measurements are shown in fig. 5 and fig. 6. The former is

from the light and the latter from the heavy fragment groups.

3. Results

3.1 GAMMA RAY MEASUREMENTS

In table 1 54 gamma-rays have been assigned to individual fragments. The

masses were obtained by plotting the peak intensities as a function of moss, The
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first moments of these distributions then identified the mass of the fission fragment

and the widths established the mass resolution. The magnitude of the widths is de

termined by the dispersion introduced in prompt neutron emission and by the inherent

energy resolution of the fission fragment derectors , In the present case the rnoss re

solution ranged from 4 to 7 o, m.u, FWHM. Only those gamma transitions have been

included in table 1 for which both Doppler shifted members were weil enough re

solved to be identified on the basis of a congruous intensity vs mass distribution.

The absolute uncertainties in the mcss determination are mainly due to systematic

errors in the ca libration procedure and the neutron corrections ,

8]
The most probable charges Z were taken from the tables of Wahl et cl ,

p
starting from the original non integral mcss values derived. Due to the small width

of the charge distribution for a given rncss [~1.5 charge units FWHM] the true

charge should generally lie within ~ 1 unit of Z since on/y transitions in frag-
p

ments with fairly high yield [> 0.5 %] are resolved in the present experiment. The

gamma ray energies are the mean values of the Doppler pairs.

The error bars are based on both uncertainties in the determination of the peak

positions and sys tematic errors , For fission fragments travell ing in the direction of

maximum detection efficiency, i .e , approximate/y towards the centre of the frag

ment detectors, the flight path viewed by the gamma detector was 16 mm , This cor

responds to about 1. 1 nsec for the Iight fragments and 1.7 nsec for the heavy frag

menrs , Therefore the experimental intensity values represent the relative number of

quanta emitted within these times after fission. A large number of transitions may be

identified on the basis of the close agreement in energy, charge and mass assignment

with those observed in fragments from the spontaneous fission of 252Cf 1,2,9]

Other interpretations are based upon the systematics of 2+ -> 0+ transitions in

neighbouring even nuclei or upon close agreement of energy and mass assignment

with [ t, P ]10] and beta decay data 13]. The interpretations are also supported by

the results of the electron measurements as weil as the fact that the intensities of

transitions assigned as 2+ -> 0+ in even-even nuc/ei in the present work follow

the calculated independent yields of the isotopes, as discussed in subsect. 4.2.
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Many of the low energy gamma rays observed could be related to conversion

electron Iines seen in the electron experiment. These lines are indicated by an

asterisk before the line energy in table 1 , Further information about these lines

is given in the table 2 which summarises the results of the electron experiment,

3,2 ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS

A total of 131 lines have been analyzed in the electron spectra out of which

63 belong to the Iight fragment group and 68 to the heavy fragments, The masses

of the fragments were determined from the centroid of a plot of electron peak

intensities as a function of mass as discussed in the previous section, The energies

of the electron lines were determined by a least square analysis of the electron

spectra using the calibration methods outlined in subsect. 2,2, In calculating

gamma ray transition energies from the conversion electron energies, account has

to be taken of the increase in electron binding energies due to the high states of

ionization of the fragments, This correction, which is nearly constant and about

0,9 keV over the range of elements produced in fission3], has been made in the

present data, and therefore the electron energies are compatible with gamma ray

energies from stopped fission fragments, The electron energies in the present ex

periment are estimated to have an error of :: 1 keV,

In order to determine the charge of the fragments two procedures were adopted:

[1] The results of the present experiment were compared with the work of

H kl I 11, 12], hl h h h dl d ln colncldence wi hop ins et , a , In W IC t ey ave stu re gamma rays In COInCI ence wit

X-rays from stopped fission fragments of 252Cf, In their experiment the energies

of a large number of low energy gamma rays is measured accurately and the coin

cident X-ray is used to give information regarding the charge of the fragment,

The experiment restricts the possible origin of the gamma rays to a pair of compl l

mentary fragments, In the present work, since we observe conversion electrons

from only one of the two fragments and sort the spectra according to fragment mass,

bya comparison of the results of the two experiments, it is possible to determine

whether the electron [and gamma rcy I line originated from the heavy or light frag

ment, and to assign a mass number to the fragment, The procedure was to obtain

the K electron energies from the gamma rays using the binding energies of both
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the fragments. By comparing the K line energies with the electron lines observed

it was possible to determine not only which of the two fragments the electron line

belonged to but also to ascertain that it was not from o neighbouring element.

[2] As o further check on the above procedure and for those electron lines whose

corresponding gamma rays were not observed in the work of Hopkins et , al., the

binding energies of the elements around the most probable charge were used to cal

culate the corresponding gamma ray energies for the electron lines observed. The

results were compared with the energies of gamma rays measured in the gamma ray

experiment of the present work and the work on 252Cf fission 1,2,9], and the element

with the binding energy which gave the best fit was assigned.

In the atomic numbers assigned in the present work, all the gamma ray energies

calculated from the electron energies were in agreement with the most accurate

gamma-ray measurement within experimental error , This error is estimated to be less

than or equal to the difference in K electron binding energies of neighbouring

elements in most co ses . The good agreement of the charge assignments with 252Cf l sf l

four parameter experiments in which X-ray selection was used for charge assign

ment1,2,3] gives confidence in the above procedure, which is based on self con

sistency in the results of three and two parameter gamma"'f'ay and X-ray experiments

and the electron measurements. The method used is particularly useful for ccses where

the isotopic or X-ray yields are low or background problems severe ,

The results of the analysis of the data cre tabulated in reble 2. Columns 1 and 2

give the mass and charge assignment for each electron line, or the most probable

charge if no corresponding gamma ray line hcs been observed previously. Column 3

gives the energy of the electron line , Column 4 gives the best value of the cor

responding gamma ray energy end refers to other observations of the gamma ray.

Column 5 gives the calculated K line energies using the gamma ray energies of

column 4 and the charge assignments of column 2.

The electron line assignments cre graded in four categories in column 6. Explonc

tory information pertaining to the various categories is es foliows:
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Category A: In this category are those transitions whose mass and charge

assignments appear to be establ ished. The mass assignments in

this ccreqory are based on two criteria. First, that the lines

were weil resolved and their masses could be weil determined in

the present experiment. A second restriction was that the masses

so determined were either in good agreement with the mass as

signed to the corresponding gamma ray in the present or a previous

work, or that the neighbouring masses could be excluded on physi

cal grounds. For example certain assignments could be ruled out

on yield considerations. In other cases the fact that a relatively

intense electron line clearly did not fit into the ground state ro

tational bands of adjacent even nuclei provided additional support

for its assignment to a odd mass nucleus in between. The charge

assignments are based on the comparison of the calculated and ex

perimental values of the gamma-ray energies and good agreement

. h X I' . 11, 12, 1, 2] I' d bwit an -ray se ection exper iment as out me a ove.

Category B: In this category the charge assignments are expected to be correct

and are based on the same restrictions as for category A. The mass

assignments have an error of :!:" 1 a.m.u. or as specified in

column 1. The mass assignments are based only on the mass deter

mination of the present work ,

Category C: In this category the mass assignments are expected to have an error

of :!:" 1 a. m, u , or as specified. The atomic numbers have been as

signed based on gamma ray measurements but may be uncertain by

:!:" 1 units of charge or as specified, due to mixing with another Iine

or other ambiguities.
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Category D: In this category ore those transitions for which no corresponding

gamma ray Iines could be Found , The mass assignments for these

lines are expected to have an error of :: 1 a.m.u. or es specl

fied and the atomic number values ore those for the most probable

charge
8J

storting from the original, non-integral mass values

derived.

The observations in column 7 include interpretations of certain lines, any

mass or charge assignments proposed previously which differ from the present os

signments, and other information of interest.

4. Discussion of Results

4.1 GENERAL FEATURES

Äs o resul t of these measurements a large number of transitions has been ob

served in both the lower and upper energy regions. While the gamma ray measure

ments revealed transitions predominantly in the 150 to 800 keV range of gamma

ray energies, the electron measurements were particularly selective of low energy

transitions with electron energies from 30 to 300 keV. In fig. 7 the energies of

the gamma ray transitions are averaged over certain mass regions and plotted as o

function of moss, The gross energy tendency is consistent with what one would ex

pect if the observed de-excitations of the primary fragments involved predominantly

collective transitions. On physical grounds, it seems likely that the majority of the

lines observed in the present measurements are linked with cascades from levels near

the ground state since a necessary condition for the existence of high intensity

transitions is that there be a high probability of populating the same levels each

time a particular fission product is Formed, Such conditions are unlikely to exist

at high excitation energies.

The proposed interpretations of table 1 show that the more intense gamma-ray

lines belong to transitions in the ground state bands of the even nuclei. In the

electron measurements the situation is slightly different since the observed transi

tion are selective of low energies. In regions away from nuclear deformation the
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level spacing near the ground state in the even nuclei is not low enough to

give rise to highly converted transitions. For this reason a large number of the

observed transitions, particularly away from the regions of deformation, arise

from the odd or odd-rnoss nuclei. However, near regions of nuclear deformation,

where the level spacing in the ground state bands of the even nuclei is low

enough, the corresponding lines stand out clecrly in the electron spectra.

A further observation with regard to fig. 7 is that if the average energy of

gamma rays may be regarded as an indication of nuclear stiffness over the cver-

aged mass regions, then certain regions of hard nuclei e.g. around masses 88 to

90 and masses 130 - 132 and of soft nuclei e.g. near mass 100 and beyond

mass 142, are clearly apparent. Very similiar features may be seen in fig. 8

which shows the relative yield of electrons per fragment. The curve was obtained

by summing the events in each mass sorted electron spectrum over energy and di

viding by the respective mass yields as obtained from the two parameter experiment

described in subsect. 2.2. The error bars indicate the statistical errors in the yield

curve , The gross features of the yield as a function of mass may be understood in

terms of the nuclear deformations beyond mass 144, of the postulated17] deforma

tions of neutron rich nuclei neor mass 107, and the closed shell properties of nuclei

near mass 132. In the regions of deformation, with low level spacing in the ground

state rotational band one would expect low energy transitions which are highly con

verted and therefore high electron yields, as seen in the yield curve , The reverse

would apply in the closed shell regions. Moreover, there appears to be evidence of

softness to deformation also around mass 100, in agreement with the low average

gamma-ray energies observed in this mass region. This is of particular interest in

view of the calculations of Arseniev et , cl . 18] which predict deformation in this

region.

4.2. TRANSITIONS IN THE EVEN NUCLEI

A general feature of both the electron and gamma ray spectra was the existence

of certain very prominent lines which were often an order of magnitude stronger than

the neighbouring lines , In most cases they could be assigned to the ground state
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bands of even nuclei , Many of these transitions have also been observed in the

252 Cf l sf l experiments1, 2, 3] , Apart from the indications from their mass and

charge assignments, there are several other features which confirm their assign

ment to the ground state bands of the even nuclei. Thus for example, the rela

tive intensities of those transitions which were assigned es 2+ -> 0+, after they

had been corrected for interna I conversion, were found to be proportional to the

independent yields of the isotopes to which the transitions were assigned. This is

to be expected since it is known that the de-excitation in doubly even fragments,

starting from high angular momentum, is channeled through the 2+ -> 0+ transi

tions and therefore the intensity of these transitions should be similiar to the isoto

pic yields of the fragments concerned. Recently an analysis has been performed

based on the statistical nature of the de-excitation of the fission fragments and the

removal of their primary spin by Wilhelmy et , ol , 19] which confirms that 95 to

98 per cent of the isotopic yield will be represented os 2+ -> 0+ ground state

band transitions, Confirmation for the assignments of a number of the transitions

was also provided by the K/L ratios observed, which were consistent with E2

transitions, Table 3 lists the electron and gamma-ray Iines assigned to the ground

state bands of the doubly even isotopes. The measured K/L ratios and relative in

tensities of the gamma-ray lines are also given in the toble , The "predicted inten

sities" given in column 5 are the calculated independent yields 8] corrected for

d t lf 20] Th 't bl , lt ls th I t' "converte rcnsi Ions , e uni s are ar ltrcry smce i t IS e re o rve vor icfion

of the experimental and predicted intensities which is of interest. The discrepancy

between the experimental and predicted intensities for 134Te [2+ -> 0+] tronsl

tions is due to the fact that an appreciable feeding of the 1278 keV level proceeds

, 162 ' , 9]via o nsec isomerrc state ,

Many of the transitions listed in reble 3 have been observed previously in the
252 . , 1 2] 235

Cf Isf I exper iments of Chelfetz et. al.' ,The present U [n,f] meosure-

ments support their proposed assignments in all cases and the observed K/L rotlos

provide additional confirmation,
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4.3 SPECIAL FEATURES

An interesting aspect of the present results is their relation to the deformed

regions in the light and heavy fragment groups. Of particular interest is the

region of transition from undeformed to deformed nuclei. The transition from

spherical to deformed behaviour is characterised by a rapid drop in the energy

of the first 2+ level and an increase in the E
4+/

E
2+

energy ratio. As this

ratio approaches 3.33, the value for a rigid rotator, the energy of the first 2+

state changes less and less from isotope to isotope. Although it is not possible to

determine the existence of static deformations from observed energy levels alone,

studies of such systematics are good indicators of nuclear softness.

The first 2+ levels for the nuclei in the region of postulated deformations in

the light fragments are shown in fig. 9, which is based on present results and pre

vious determinations
2 lJ•

Also plottedare the values of [E
2

+ ] .. I
2 I d cr itlco

[= 131i 1"'/ ... 'd] for each mass value for purposes of comparison. This quantity
ngl 22]

is proposed as an approximate criterion of deformation by Alder et .ol • • Ac-

cording to this criterion nuclei having E
2
+ > [E

2
+ ] lt are to be assumed as

cn .
spherical and those with E

2
< [EM-.].. as deformed.

L.' cr it ,

If strong changes in the energy of the first 2+ levels may be regarded as indi

cative of transitions from the vibrational to rotational modes and of a strong change

in nucleor softness, then it appears that this transition occurs between neutron nurn

bers 58 to 60 for the Iight fragments. This conclusion is also supported by the

[E
2

+ ] . criterion. Furthermore, although the transition in nuclear behaviour is
cr it . 2]

analogous to that observed in the heavy fragment region between neutron num-

bers 88 and 90, in the light fragments it is far more drastic. The most striking case

is that of the zirconium isotopes [ Z =40] first observed by Cheifetz et .cl •1]. The

energy of the first 2+ level changes from 1223 keV for 98Zr to 213 keV for

100 Zr• In the neighbouring Mo [ Z =42] and Sr [ Z = 38] isotopes the changes

in the first 2+ level energies between N = 58 and 60 are much less abrupt and

in Ru [ Z = 44] the transition to rotational behaviour is relatively smooth and

gradual. Sheline et .ol . 23] have recently suggested that the drastic changes in

nuclear characteristics in the Zr and Mo isotopes may be due to a highly de

formed secondary minimum [associated with the deformed shell structure at Z =40]
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which moves down in energy with increasing N and becomes the ground state

minimum at N = 60. Present results suggest that the behaviour of the Sr iso

topes in the transition region may be similiarly interpreted. The theoretical co l

culations
23]

however, have so far been unsuccessful in producing 0 second mini-

f I .. h ... f 100 Zmum or nuc el In t e vtcinlty 0 40 r ,

T . . f • I • h 2+ > 0+ . . . 96Swo trons ifions 0 porticu ar interest ore t e - trcnsi tions In r

and 98Sr. The two isotopes, have 0 very low yield in 252Cf lsfI, however, in

235U [ f] h d d I • ·f· . . Th .•n, t ey are pro uce In more slgnl icont qucntifies , e trons itlons are

of importance for several reosons , The change from 96Sr to 98Sr is across the

transition region [ N = 58 to 60] and it is interesting to see how the first 2+

levels of these isotopes fit into the systematics of fig. 9. Moreover the nuclei lie

at the boundary of the deformed region and help to map the borderlines of the

regions of deformation. Lastly, the calculations of Arseniev et .ol . 18] predict

that the strongest deformations should be in the heavier isotopes of strontium

[98 - 102] and it is of interest to compare the results with their predictions.

In the present electron data, three different lines have been assigned to mass

98 ~ 1 c , m, u , , their electron energies being 157, 177and 184 keV. The fact

that corresponding lines have not been observed in 252 Cf [sf] experiments

suggests that they originate from Sr rather from Y or Zr which have 0 higher

yield for 252 CH sf I, The best candidate for the assignment es the 2+ -> 0+

line in 98Sr out of these appears to be the 177 keV electron line. This is so be

cause 0 corresponding gamma ray Iine at 193 keV and mass 98 ~ 1 has also been

observed in the gamma ray experiment of the present work, whose energy is in

agreement with the assignment of the electron Iine to Sr [see table 2 I. Moreover,

the relative intensity of the corresponding gamma ray is compatible with its being

the 2+ -> 0+ line in 98Sr es may be seen in table 3.

In accordance with current theory it would be preferable to characterize a

nucleus on the bosls of the VM1
24]

model but for this o knowledge of at least two

experimentally determined parameters [e.g. E
2+

and E
4+]

is necessary. In the

case of 98Sr the only information available at present is the energy of the first 2+
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level in the ground state band, if the assignment proposed for the 193 keV gamma

ray is valid. Nevertheless, considerable understanding of the behaviour of o nucleus

may be obtained by means of o number of indicators based on the energy of the

first 2+ level. It is therefore of interest to compare such indicators for neighbouring

transition nuclei Ll .e. nuclei with N =60] in the light fragment group. One such

indicator of deformation is the parameter X(= [79.5ljE
2+]

x [158/A]5/3)

which gives an approximate mass independent comparison of the energies of the

first 2+ states using the deformed nucleus 158 Gd os o comparison. Another use

ful comparison might be to obtain o relative value of the deformation [ß'] for the

. hb' . . I . 98S 100 Z 102M 104 R . h 'f Inelg our lnq tronsi tlon nuclel r, r, 0, u,usmgtecentrluga

stretching model of Diamond et .ol , 25] in which the moment of intertia j? is assumed

to be equal to 3 Bß
2.

A final indicator might be the energy difference between

E
2+

and [E
2+]

it mentioned obove , The values of these indicators for the four

transition nucleic~ls ~ell es 158 Gd are given in table 4. The ß' values were

arrived at by calculating the moment of inertia $ for each nucleus from the E
2+

value and then obtaining the value of ß' from the curve of 5/[2/5 AMR
2]

versus
o

ß of Diamond et .o] • Also given in table 4 are theoretical values of the deformation

parameter ß from the calculations of Arseniev et .cl , 18], whose reported t de
o

formation has been converted to ß by the relation ß'):J t /0.95. The negative
o

sign in the theoretical values implies oblate deformations. The last column of table 4

shows the experimental values of ß as derived from the B[E2] data for those nuclei

whose B[E2] values are available.
lJ

An examination of table 4 shows that the values of the deformation indicators for

the nuclei in the postulated region of deformation in the light fragments are quite

comparable with the values for 158 G d which is known to be o good example of a

deformed nucleus in the rare earth region. Furthermore, all three indicators suggest

that of the four transition nuclei [ N = 60] 98Sr has the strongest tendency towards

deformation, the tendency decreasing monotonically in the N = 60 nuclei es one

moves towards 104 Ru. This is in good agreement with the theoretical predictions of

Arseniev et ,«! . Moreover the ß' values derived in accordance with the procedure
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outlined above are very similiar in magnitude and, more important, in variation

to the calculated values for ß of Arseniev et .cl •• However, the actual values

of ß as obtained from the B[E2] values are somewhat higher in magnitude.

A final point of interest is the lack of transitions from the isotopes of techne

cium in the present work in comparison with the 252Cf [sf] data. This is parti

cularly significant in the electron data which cover the low energy transitions.

The lack of transitions from Tc isotopes may be connected with nuclear shell

effects in fission. Thus, if there is a tendency to converse 50 protons in the

heavy fragments, then the primary yields of indium isotopes [ Z =49] and of

their complementary fragments should be low , In 235U [n,f] these comp lemen

tary fragments consist of the technecium isotopes [ Z = 43 I.

5. Conclusion

The experiments described have demonstrated that despite additional experi

mental difficulties the multiparameter measurements of the prompt radiations from

primary fragments can be successfully extended to neutron induced fission. This

makes it possible to investigate the mass region where the yield in spontaneous

f " • 1 I . 11 • • 233U' h . .•ISS Ion IS ow. tappears especla y promlslng t 0 use In suc Investlqoflons

since the mass regions covered in 233 U [n, f] partly overlap those reached in

[t,p] reactions. Thus a large and continuous region of neutron rich nuclei in the

nuclide chart is accessible for investigations.

Moreover, as a results of the present work and previous investigations it is now

possible to assign a number of transitions to specific isotopes although in other ecses

some ambiquities in mass or charge assignments remain. The ground state bands of

many of the doubly even fragments have been constructed
1

, 2] . The more complex but

important decay schemes of the odd and odd-rnoss nuclei remain to be tackled. This

is a difficult task since the structure is complicated and the number of nuclei is large.

However, astart has been made by the assignment of a large number of Iines and it

remains to perform er-Tl, [r- e l and other coincidence studies in depth.
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Appendix

METHOD OF CALCULATION OF THE FISSION FRAGMENT MASSES

It seems worthwhile to outline briefly the mass assignment procedure used here

which is based upon some simplificotions applied to the usual method. The simpli

fied procedure saves computer time and the excellent agreement of the results

with those from 252CHref.1,2]], where no simplifications were applied, has

proved its feasib il ity.

The energies of the fission fragments in detector 1 and 2 were calculated

from the channel numbers Xi' using the equations for the mass dependent pulse

height calibration:

E. = Ca. +a'. m.] X. + b, + b'. m.
I I I I I I I I

i = 1,2 [ 1 ]

rn, is the post-neutron emission rncss , The calibration constants a., a'., b., b: ,
I I I I I 26]

were deduced from the fragment energy single spectra in the weil known manner

According to ref. 26] provisional masses /' i were defined on the basis of the

following relationsships

[ 2]

[3]

where A
F

is the mass of the fissioning nucleus. In the event by event calculation

random numbers between -0.5 and +0.5 were added to each pulse height X.
I

in order to smoothen the pattern of the ADC chonnels , In addition in equation

[1] rn, was replaced by ).4-.. This introduces only a small error of about 0.2 MeV
I / I

due to the small coefficients of the mass dependent terms. Using equations [1 I,

[2] and [3] the provisional mass /1 and /2 were calculated from the

relations

/1 = A
F

. E2/[E1+E2] and

72 = AF -/1
[4 ]
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Instead of applying the neutron correction to each single event, the data were

sorted according to the provisional massr yielding 48 gamma-ray spectra. The

correlation between the provisional masses and the final masses m
1

and m
2

was

then calculated using the equations
27J

"*
/'1 ~

..
[ 1+ 51

m2
m

1
~]

Ä
F

* -~m
1

= m
1 1

Sl )J1 12= - -m
1

m2

'* * A
F

m
1 + m2 =

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

m
1
"* and m

2"
are the pre-neutron emission masses and ')11 and Y2 the mean

number of prompt neutrons from fragments 1 and 2 respectively. These were
2m 2~

taken from ref. for the gamma-ray work and from ref. for the later electron

work. In this procedure the variation of -y with the kinetic energy of the fragments

was neglected. This seemed to be justified by the observation that in 235U [n,f]

the mean number of prompt neutrons varies less than :t 0.5 mass units for total

kinetic energies within the double variance around the average total kinetic en-

26,28] Th' d . .. 11 d h . I I . . hiergy . IS evicflon IS sma compare to t e typ icc mass reso ution In t IS

experiment of about 5 atomic mass units FWHM.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. Schematic diagram of the arrangement for the gamma-ray experiment.

Fig • 2 Prompt gamma-ray spectra for the fragment mass ranges ~ :::: 88 - 90

and A
H

:::: 143 - 145 [upper figure], and ~ :::: 102 - 104 and

A
H

:::: 130 -132 [Iower figure]. The spectro demonstrate the dependence

of the gamma-ray energy on the velocity and direction of the fragment

motion. Each figure represents two ccses:

a] Light fragments moving towards the gamma-ray detector, and

b] Heavy fragments moving towards the gamma-ray detector.

The letters Land H indicate some assignments to the light and

heavy fragments respectively.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the arrangement for the electron experiment.

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the electronics for the eleetron experiment.

Fig. 5 A mass sorted energy spectrum of internal conversion electrons from a

mass interval in the light fragment group.

Fig. 6 A mass sorted energy spectrum of internal conversion electrons from o

mass interval in the heavy fragment group.

Fig. 7 Averaged energies of the observed gamma-ray transitions as a function

of mass A. The length of the horizontal bars gives the magnitude of the

averaging interva I.

Fig. 8 The relative yield of internal conversion electrons as a function of

fission fragment moss,

Fig. 9 The systematic variation of the first 2+ excited states in the doubly

even isotopes of Kr, Sr, Zr, !V'o, Ru. The unbroken line is a plot of

[ E
2
+ ] .. I in this region lsee texfl ,

cr lfico



TABLE 1. ASSIGNMENT OF PROMPT GAMMA RAYS TO INDIVIDUAL FRAGMENTS FROM NEUTRON-INDUCED FISSION OF 235U.

o
Fragment Most Probable Gamma-Ray Relative Intensity Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation

Mass Charge Energy experimental per bosed upon bosed upon close based upon close
fission end '" 16mm systematics of agreement of agreement of
flight path zr->0+ transitions energyand mass energy and mass

in neighbouring assignment with assignment with

A Zp EylkeV]
even-even nudei 252Cf data [t, p] end beta-

decay data

88:: 1 35 869:: 5 < 25

91 :: 1 36 706:: 4 70 :: 23 [90Kr/2+~O+/]

956:: 5 32 ::11 [92Kr/2+ ->0+/]

93:: 1 38 144:: 2 +14.5 - 7.5

95:: 1 38 249:: 2 +6.9- 3.5

834::4 61 :: 20 [94Sr/2+->0+/]
N
LV

96 :: 1 38/39 813 :: 4 80 :: 27 [96Sr/2+->0+/]

96:: 1 39 376:: 3 +25.5 - 12.5

96:: 1 39 [427:: 4]b [> 32]

98 ~ 1 193::2 +
40 '* 13.0 - 4.5

99:: 1 40 '* 123:: 2 38 ::19

* 157:: 2 21 :: 7

100::1 40 * 98:: 2 >18 101Zr

'* 212 ~ 2 37 :: 13 100Zr/2+->0+/

'* 351 ~ 3 56 :: 28 100Zr/4+ ->2+/

495:: 3 55 ~18 100Zr/6+->4+/

622:: 5 50 ~ 25 [100Zr/8+->6+/]



o
Fragment Most Probable Gamma-Ray Relative Intensity Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation

Mass Charge Energy experimental per based upon based upon close bosed upon close
fission and IV 16mm systematies of agreement of agreement of
flight path zt ->0+ transitions energy and mass energy and mass

in neighbouring assignment with assignment with

A Zp E [keVJ
even-even nuclel 252Cf data [t I p] and beta-

y decay data

100~~ 40 1224 ~ 5 29 ~15 98Zr/2+->0+/

101 ~ 1 40/41 + 16 ~ 8 102Zr/4+ ->2+/* 325 - 3

102:: 1 41 174 ~ 2 +
7.7 - 2.6

+ +* 275 - 2 7.6 - 2.6

103 ~ 1 41 136 ~ 2 +
7.8 - 2.7

+ + 102Mo/2+_> 0/* 296 - 2 8.8- 2.9

518 ~ 3 15 :: 7.5 104Mo!6+->47

103 ~ 2 41 581 :: 4 15 :: 7.5 102Zr/8+->6+/

104~2 41/42 * 157 ~ 2
+5,4- 1.8

104 ~ 1 * 191 ~ 2 :: 4 104Mo/2+->0+/
N

41/42 12 "'"
[556:: 3]c [12 :: 6]

42 366:: 3 + 104Mo/4+->2+/15.5- 7.5

131 ~ 1 51 1222:: 5 12.3 ~ 6 [130Sn/2+->O+jJ

132 :: 1 51 965:: 5 19.5:: 10 132Te/2+->0+/

134::1 52 1180:: 5 21 ::10

1278:: 5 34 ~17 134Te/2+->0+/ 134Te/2+->0+/

135 :: 1 52/53 425:!: 3 40 :!: 13

138 :: 1 53/54 585:!: 4 106 :: 60 138Xe/2+->0+/

139:: 1 54 +
70 ~35 140Xe/2+->0+/* 373 - 3

482:: 3 112 :: 37
Table 1 [ conintued ]



0
Fragment Most Probable Gamma-Ray Relative Intensity Interpretation Interpretation Interpretation

Mass Charge Energy experimental per based upon based upon dose based upon close
fission and IV16mm systematics of agreement of agreement of
flight path zt ->0+ transitions energy and mass energy and mass

in neighbouring assignment with assignment with

A Zp EikeV]
even-seven nudei 252Cf data [t, p] and beta-

decay data

723 ~ 4 47 ~ 23

140 ~ 1 54/55
+ + [140Cs]* 283 - 2 16.5 - 5.5

141 ~ 1 55 303 ~ 3 12 ~ 6
+ 36.5 ~ 12 142Ba/2+->0+/* 357 - 3

141 ~ 2 55 475~ 3 51 ~17

141 ~ 1 55 629~ 4 38 ~19 [140Cs]

142 ~ 1 56 429~ 3 55 ~ 27

143 ~ 1 56 * 115~2 >18

* 198 ~ 2 36 ~ 12 144Ba/2+->0+/
N

* 330 ~ 3 ~19 144Ba/4+ ->2+/ U1
57

343~3 23.5 ~ 8

143 ~ 2 56 492 ~ 4 31 ~15

143 ~ 1 56 507~3 27 ~ 9 144Ba/6+->4+/

820 ~ 5 45 ~ 22

144 ~ 2 56 * 183:- 2 12 :- 4

146 :- 2 57/58 502:- 3 17,5:- 6

147 ~ 1 58 * 294 ~ 2 14 ~ 5 148Ce/4+ ->2+/

aDerived from the tables given in Ref, [8]

bThe high energy Doppler shifted member is partly screened by another line ,

cThe spectra permit the alternative interpretation: A = 130:- 1, Zp = 50, Ey = 585 ~ 4 keV, Rel , Int. = 13 ~ 7.

Table 1 [ continued ]



TABLE 2. ASSIGNMENT OF PROMPT ELECTRONS TO INDIVIDUAL FRAGMENTS

Mass Atomic Electron y - ray K-line Assignment Observations
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

[keVJ [keVJ assigned Z

89 35/36 165 D

91 36/37 182 D

93 37/38 143 D

94 38 68 D

94 37/38 177 D

94 37/38 264 D

94 37/38 268 D

94 37/38 312 D

94 37/38 347 D
~

0'1

95 38 48 D

95 38 100 D

95 38 110 D

95 39 y 113 130 • 2c
113·2 B

96 39 Y 42 58 . 2c
41 . 2 B

96 39 71 87 . 6c 70 . 6 C

96 38/39 92 D

96 38/39 165 D

96 38/39 210 D



Mass Atomic Electron y - ray K-line Assignment Observations
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

[keVJ [keVJ assigned Z

97 39 y 62 79 . 9c 62 . 8 C

97 39 332 D

98 39/40 131 D

98 39/40 157 D Probably from Sr since not seen in 252Cf [S, fJ

98 38 Sr 177 193e 176 . 9 B . 98 + +Suggested cssiqnrnent Sr 2 ->0

98 39/40 184 D Probably from Sr since not seen in 252Cf [S, f]

98 39/40 338 D

98 39 362 D

99 40 Zr 38 55 . Oc 37 . 0 B

99~? 40+ 1 46 64 • 3c 46 . 3 C-0
99 41 Nb 55 73 . 8c 55 . 0 B

99 41 Nb 78 97 . Oc, i 78 . 0 A N
-...J

99 39 y 84 100 . 6c 83 . 6 B

99 39/40 87 D

99 39 Y 105 122 . 3c ,e ,f 105·2 A

99 41 Nb 119 1381 119 A

99 39/40 126 D

99 40 Zr 147 165 . 3d 147 . 3 B

99 39/40 170 D

100 41 Nb 64 84 . Oc 65 . 0 B

Table 2 [ continued J



Mass Atomic Electron y- ray K-line Assignment Observations
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

[keVJ [keVJ assigned Z

100 41 Nb 100 119.1 c 100 . 1 B

100 41 Nb 108 126 . 4c 107·4 C

100 40 135 D

100 41 Nb 139 159 • Od,e,i 140 . 0 A d assigns to complimentary fragment [La]

100 41 Nb 153 172 . Od 153 . 0 B

100 41 Nb 192 212 • Od 193 • 0 B

100 40 Zr 195 212 . I,c,d,e 194 . 7 A lO°Zr 2+-> 0+

100 40 Zr 334 352 . l b,e 334 . 1 A lO°Zr 4+-> 2+

101 40 Zr 36 53 . 4c 35 • 4 B

101 39 y 74 91 . Oc,f 74 . 0 A

101 40 Zr 81 98 . 2c,e,g 81 . 2 A

101 40 110 D !'J
(X)

101 41 Nb 257 276 . Oe, i 257 . 0 A

101 40/41 264 D

102 40 Zr 133 151 . cf 133 . 9 A 102Zr 2+-> 0+

102 40 Zr 309 326 . 6b , e 308 . 6 A 102Zr 4+-> 2+

102 42 Mo 275 296 . Ob,e 276 . 0 A 102Mo 2+->0+

102 41 Nb 279 297i 278 A

104 41 Nb 122 140 . 9c, f 121 . 9 A

104 42 Mo 173 192 • 3b, e 172 . 3 A 104Mo 2+-> 0+

Teble 2 [ continued ]



Mass Atomic Electron y- ray K-line Assignment Observations
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

[keV] [keV] assigned Z

105 43 Tc 116 1381 117 C

105 43 Tc 138 15ge,i 138 C

106 42 Mo 152 171 . ! 151 . 7 A 106Mo 2+-> 0+

106 42 165 D

108 44 Ru 220 242 . 3b 220 . 2 A 108Ru 2+-> 0+

133 53 I 196 228 . 5c, i 195 . 3 B i assigns to mass 132

134 53 I 84 116 . 8c 83 . 6 B

136 53 I 55 87 . 4c,g 54 ·2 B

136 53 I 123 155 . 1c,f 121 . 9 B b assigns to mass 137 ~ 0

136 ::~ 53 I 226 261 • Oc,f 227 . 8 B b assigns to mass 135~?

136 53 I 256 288 • 4c,f 255 . 2 B b assigns to mass 136:? N

137:6 Mixes with 143Cs line at 69 keV
1.0

54 71 108 • 6c 71 . 2 C

137+ 2
54 Xe 100 138 . 3c 100 . 9 B-0

137 !6 54 Xe 135 172 • Oc 134 • 6 B

137 54 Xe 275 314 . 1d,f 276 . 7 A

137 54 Xe 361 400 . Od,f 362 . 6 B f assigns to mass 138 :?
138 55 Cs 103 138 . 3c,h 102 . 3 A

138 55 Cs 119 154 . l c,h,i 118 . 1 A

139 54 Xe 38 74 . 2c 36 . 8 B

139: 2 54 Xe 105 143 . Oc 105 . 6 B

140 55 Cs 42 78 . 6c,g 42 . 6 A

140 55 Cs 44 80 . Oc,h 44 • 0 B

Table 2 [continued]



Mass Atomic Electron y- ray K-line Assignment Observations
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

[keVJ [keVJ assigned Z

140 55 Cs 183 219 • Oc,f,i 183 . 0 A i assigns to mass 139,

140 55 Cs 251 287 . 4c,e 251 . 4 B

141 55 Cs 36 71 • 5c,h 35 • 5 B

141 55 Cs 46 81 . 7c,h 45 . 7 A

141~b 55 es 49 84 • 2c 48 • 2 B

141 55 Cs 53 89 . Oc,h 53 A

141 56 Ba 65 102 . 5c,h 65 . 1 B

141 55 Cs 280 315 • 3c
279· 3 B

141 ~~ 54 Xe 340 376 . 8a,e 339 • 4 B Probably 140Xe 2+-> 0+ mixing with another line

142 55 Cs 55 91 . 4c,h 55 . 4 A

142 55 Cs 60 96 . 9c,f 60 . 9 A

142 55 Cs 156 191 . 8c,i,k 155 . 8 A

142 57 La 192 231 . 6d,i,k 192 . 7 A w

335 . 8d,h
0

142 54 Xe 300 298 . 4 B

142 56 Ba 322 359 . ~,d,e 322 . 0 A 142Ba 2+-> 0+

143~g 55 Cs 69 106 . Oc,h 70 • 0 B mixing with 137Xe line at 71 keV

143 56 Ba 75 112 . 4c,e,g,h 75 . 0 B 9 assigns to mass 144; h to mass 141

143 56 Ba 81 117 . 4c,f,h 80 . 0 A f assigns 144"'!:. 1 ; h assigns to mass 142

143 56 Ba 101 137 . 9c,h 100 . 5 B h assigns to mass 141

143 56 Ba 175 212 . 4d 174 • 6 B

Table 2 [continued J



Mass Atomic Electron y - ray K-line Assignment Observations
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

D<eVJ [keVJ assigned Z

144+2
57 40 77 . 6c 38 .7 C interference from 139Xe line at 38 keV- 1

144::f 57 45 84 . Oc 45 . 1 C interference from 140Cs line at 44 keV

144 56 Ba 162 199 . 4a,d,e 161 . 9 A 144Ba 2+-> 0+

144 57 232 270 . 5d 231 . 6 C interference from another llne neor mass 137

144 56 Ba 293 331 . Oa,e 293 • 6 A 144Ba 4+-> 2+

144 57 La 349 388 . 5d,i 349 . 8 B

144 58 Ce 357 397 . 5a,d 357 . 2 A 144Ce 2+-> 0+

145 57 La 62 100 . 3c,g 61 . 4 A

145 57 La 66 104 . 3c,f 65 . 4 B

145+2
58 Ce 78 117 . 8c

77·4 B-0
145 57 La 111 150 . 4c 111 . 5 B w.....
145 57 La 114 153 . 8c 115 . 1 B

145 57 La 128 167 . 7c,f 128 • 8 B

145+ 2
58 130 171 . 9d 131 . 6 C-0

145::6 58 201 240 . 6d 200 . 2 C

146 57 La 43 82 . 2c,f 43 . 3 A

146 57 La 91 130 . 5c,f,g 91 . 7 A

146 56 Ba 144 181 . 4a,c,e,f,g 144 . 0 A 146B 2+ 0+ . 144+ f • 45+o -> ; g, e cssiqn mass - 1, ossrgns 1 - 1

146 58 Ce 218 258 . 4a,d 218 . 2 A 146Ce 2+-> 0+

146 56 Ba 296 333 . 00 295 . 6 A 146Ba 4+-> 2+

Table 2 [continued J



Mass Atomic
0

Electron K-line Assignment Observationsy - ray
Number Number Energy Energy Energy with Category

[keV] [keVJ assigned Z

147~ 2 58 159 199 . 8
d 159 . 4 C

147 58 Ce 242 283 . 8d,f 243 . 4 A

148 58 Ce 118 158 . 8a,d,f 118 . 4 A 148Ce 2+-> 0+

148 58 Ce 255 295 . 6a,d,e 255 . 3 A 148Ce 4+ -> 2+

148 58 Ce 346 386 . 2a 345 ·8 B
148 + + .

Ce 6 ->4 r weck Ime

149 58 Ce 94 134 . Oc,f 93 . 6 A

149 58 Ce 102 142 . r,f,g 102 . 3 A . 149p9 cssrgns to r

150 58 Ce 58 97 • ~,c 57 . 3 A 150Ce 2+-> 0+

150 58 Ce 170 209 • Oa 168 . 6 A 150Ce 4+-> 2+

152 60 Nd 32 75 . 9a 32 . 3 A 152Nd 2+-> 0+

152 60 Nd 121 164 . ~ 121 . 1 A 152Nd 4+-> 2+

Table 2 [ continued J w
N

i

a d gSee Ref.3 ISee Ref. 15See Ref.2 See Ref.12
b e h kSee Ref. 1 See table 1 See Ref.13 See Ref.16
c f

'See Ref. 14See Ref. 11 See Ref , 9



TABLE 3. GROUND STATE BAND TRANSITIONS IN THE DOUBLY EVEN FISSION PRODUCTS OF 235U [n,f]

Isotope Interpretation Gamma-Ray Relative Intensity Experimental K/L Ratio
Energy Experimental Predicted K-line L-line

keV per fission and incl . correction Energy Energy
,.,,16mm flight path for Int. Conversion keV keV

90Kr [2+-> 0+] 706:: 4 70:: 23 55
92

Kr [2+-> 0+] 956:: 5 32:: 11 28
94

Sr [2+-> 0+] 834 :: 4 61 :: 20 59
96

Sr [2+-> 0+] 813 :: 4 80 :: 27 25
98

Sr [2+-> 0+] 193::2 13:: 4.5 8 177 191 6 Suggest E2 transitions
98

Zr 2+->0+ 1224:: 5 29:: 15 45
100

Zr 2+->0+ 212:: 2 37:: 13 52 195 210 7 Suggest E2 transitions
100Zr 4+-> 2+ 351 :: 3 334
102Zr 2+->0+ 133 150 6 Suggest E2 transitions
102

Zr 4+-> 2+ 325:: 3 309 w
w

102
Mo 2+->0+ 296:: 2 + 12 2758.8- 2.9

104
Mo 2+->0+ 191 :: 2 12:: 4 12 173 188 5.6 Consistent with E2

104
Mo 4+-> 2+ 366:: 3

106
Mo 2+-> 0+ 152 170 5 Consistent with E2

130Sn [2+-> 0+] 1222:: 5 12.3:: 6 16
132

Te 2+-> 0+ 965:: 5 19.5::10 16
134

Te 2+-> 0+ 1278:: 5 34 :: 17 82
138

Xe 2+->0+ 585:: 4 106 :: 60 43
140Xe 2+->0+ 373 ± 3 70± 35 49 340



Isotope Interpretation Gamma-Ray
Energy
keV

Relative Intensity
Experimental Predicted
per Flsslon and incl • correction

N16mm flight path for Inr, Conversion

Experimental
K-line L-line
Energy Energy

keV keV

K/L Ratio

142
Ba

144
Ba

144
Ba

146
Ba

146
Ba

146
Ce

148
Ce

148
Ce

150
Ce

150
Ce

2+-> 0+

2+-> 0+

4+-> 2+

2+-> 0+

4+-> 2+

2+-> 0+

2+-> 0+

4+-> 2+

2+-> 0+

4+-> 2+

357-:!:" 3

198 -:!:" 2

330 -:!:" 3

183 -:!:" 2

294 -:!:" 2

36.5 -:!:" 12

36 -:!:" 12

12 -:!:" 4

43

38

7

322

162

293

144

296

218

118

255

58

170

356

195

176

252

153

290

91

5.2 Consistent with E2

3.7 Consistent with E2

2.7 Consistent with E2

4.0 Consistent with E2

2.8 Consistent with E2

1.8 Consistent with E2

Table 3 [ continued ]

LV
~



TAßlE 4. DEFORJv\ATION INDICATORS FOR THE TRANSITION NUClEI IN THE LIGHT FRAGMENT GROUP.

NUClEUS NEUTRON Ezr keV [E2+ ] . keV [Ezr ] . - E2+ X ß' ß [TheoretieolJ
b

ß [Experimentol f
NUMßER ent cr it

98
Sr 60 193 422 229 0.92 0.30 - 0.31

100
Zr 60 213 408 195 0.80 0.28 - 0.29 0.364

102
Mo 60 296 395 99 0.56 0.23 [_ 0.28]d 0.348

104
Ru 60 358

0
383 25 0.45 0.21 [_ 0.26 ]d

158
Gd 79.5

0
192 112 1.0 0.24 0.24

I

w
Ln

I

0 b e
ddedueed from fig. 4 of ref. 18See ref. 21 See ref. 18 See ref. 1
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